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Experiments suggest that the generation of robust, syn-
chronized bursting within the pre-Bötzinger complex
(pre-BötC) of the mammalian brainstem may be critical
for respiration, particularly in low oxygen states. The
intrinsic dynamics of individual respiratory cells within
the pre-BötC, in the absence of coupling, varies widely,
with some cells exhibiting tonic spiking, others generating
rhythmic bursting, and still others remaining predomi-
nantly quiescent. How such a heterogeneous population
can produce highly adaptable synchronized bursting
remains an open question.
We explored how the distribution of cell types, together
with the details of the coupling architecture, shape
dynamics in a model pre-BötC network. Dynamics of
individual cells were represented using a model devel-
oped previously, based on experimental data from pre-
BötC recordings [1]. Heterogeity was introduced by select-
ing parameter values from distributions; however, we con-
trolled the proportions of each cell type present in each
simulation. We focused on three different coupling archi-
tectures, namely nearest-neighbor, random, and small-
world, representing extremes of order and disorder as well
as a neuronally relevant intermediate case. In small-world
simulations, we manipulated the intrinsic dynamics of
the cells at nodes involved in long-range interactions. To
detect bursting in these networks, given the complicated
time course of the overall synaptic input to each cell, we
developed a novel algorithm based on our knowledge of
the dynamical mechanisms underlying the bursting
behavior in the pre-BötC model [2].
Our algorithm was able to distinguish between epochs of
bursting driven by inactivation of inward currents and
epochs of tonic spiking that were abruptly interrupted by
withdrawal of inputs. Although networks consisting
solely of intrinsic bursters can generate synchronized
bursting, the presence of intrinsically quiescent and
intrinsically tonic cells was found to enhance the coher-
ence of bursting across the network and the adaptability
of bursting. Under appropriate conditions, tonic cells can
promote network activity, which can be sculpted into
bursting through the dynamics of other cells in the net-
work. Quiescent cells can lead the termination of activity,
ensuring that pauses occur between bursts (see also [3]),
and can relatively cleanly transmit activity produced by
other cells, promoting synchronization. Intriguingly, the
most effective burst generation within small-world net-
works occurred in those with a mixture of quiescent and
tonic cells, rather than bursters, at the long-range nodes.
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